Word Jumble
Unscramble the words below to form five of Oregon's top agricultural commodities.

RSAPEG

SHLZNTAEU

RCREISHE

RLBEBEURSEI

PTASOOTE

Now rearrange the letters in the marked squares above to answer the question below.

What do you call a horse that lives next door?

Oregon has 37,200 farms
An Oregon dairy cow produces 6 to 7 gallons of milk a day
It takes 2 pounds of raw potatoes to fill an 8 oz. bag of potato chips
One pound of wool can make 10 miles of yarn
Oregon grows the most Christmas trees in the U.S.

Crab maze!
Word search! Find Oregon’s Top 20 Agricultural Commodities

What is agriculture?  The process of producing food, feed, fiber, and ornamentals by growing plants, raising domesticated animals, and harvesting seafood.

What is a commodity?  A product of agriculture that is bought and sold.
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M A M A H A Y Y J G Y N E F R M T D T Z K J G

Can you find all of the top 20 agricultural commodities?  Words are forward, backward, and diagonal.

1. Nursery products
2. Hay
3. Cattle
4. Milk
5. Grass seed
6. Wheat
7. Wine grapes
8. Potatoes
9. Blueberries
10. Pears
11. Onions
12. Christmas trees
13. Hazelnuts
14. Cherries
15. Hops
16. Crab
17. Eggs
18. Mint
19. Apples
20. Corn

Based on 2019 data and estimates of value of production.
See sources and more stats online: https://oda.direct/AgStats

Animal families

Draw lines to match the fathers, babies, and mothers.

bull  chick  sow  boar  lamb  hen  rooster  calf  ewe  piglet  ram  cow

How many animals above have 2 feet?  ____
How many animals above have 4 feet?  ____

Provided by Oregon Agriculture in the Classroom Foundation.
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